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Vehicle Yoga and the efficacy of the K.P. System 

 

In India, when Astrology was fast, losing its hold, our revered Guruji Late Prof.  K.S. 
Krishnamurti laboured hard to make Astrology as perfect a science as any other. He codified 
the principles enunciated in old texts and added much more material and method. He was the 
first to dwell elaborately on the efficacy of the nakshatras and their sub division. This has 
brought a revolution in predictive astrology. After years of deep research he discovered the 
influence of the star and “sub”.  

In the present day world every person aspires to be involved in luxurious and sensuous 
material world for fulfillment of their comforts in life. In the present era every person bears a 
deep routed wish whether they are being from a poor, a middle class or a rich family they 
always wish in life for a Dream House or a good Car of their own choice some day.  

In today’s world the need for a good personal car is very much necessary and people have 
become very dependent to posses their own personal car. People can’t think in the present 
day world without having his own personal vehicle of his own choice.  

In today’s world car proves to be the most effective medium of transportation. We have 
evolved so much from this discovery and now in the contemporary times, it is the best 
machine created by the mankind for the most comfortable travelling and in his own privacy.    

I have therefore chosen this topic of discussion as to study about what are the combinations 
which are present in the Horoscope of a person as per K.P. Astrology so as to fulfill his long 
cherished dreams of becoming an owner of a Dream Car of his own choice. 
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 Vehicle is signified by the 4th house and Venus is the chief governor of vehicle. In a 
horoscope 9th house indicates Poorvapunya and 10th house indicates prosperity. Therefore 
houses 9 and 10 indicates the meritorious deeds done in the previous birth and as a result of 
which enjoyment is derived in the present birth in this world.  The 11th house in a horoscope 
indicates fulfilment of desire.  

 Hence the houses 4, 9, 10 and 11 are to be judged to know when the native have the 
fortune to own a car of his own. 

 If the sublord of the 4th cusp is either Venus being the significator of the 4th house or 
if the sublord is deposited in the constellation of the significator of the 4th house which has 
connections in any manner with Venus, one will have either a vehicle or buy some furniture. 
If in any case Venus is not the significator of the 4th house then it will not indicate the 
possession of vehicle or furniture. 

 If the sublord or the lord of the constellation in which the sublord is deposited being 
the significator of the 4th house and should also be connected with Venus and is deposited in 
a movable sign then it shows vehicle. But if it is in a common sign it may be vehicle or cradle 
like furniture which can move to and fro. But if it is in a fixed sign then it indicates furniture 
only.  

 If the vehicle is a cycle, manual labour is needed. Hence Saturn will be connected 
with the significator indicating purchase of a cycle. If it is motor cycle, then there is the 
machinery, petrol or oil is used. Hence the significator should be connected with Mars, Venus 
and Moon because Venus and Moon indicate petrol and Mars indicates machinery.  

 If it is a four wheeled vehicle there also these three planets (Mars, Venus and Moon) 
should be connected with the significators which promise the purchase of a vehicle.  

 If the sublord of the 4th cusp or sublord which is deposited in a constellation of a 
planet whose lord is posited in any of the signs Gemini, Virgo, first half of Sagittarius or 
Aquarius, then it indicates two wheeled vehicle as these four signs are called as human signs. 

 If the sublord of the 4th cusp or sublord which is deposited in a constellation of planet 
whose lord is posited in bestial sign then it will be a car or anything similar to it. Aries, 
Taurus, Leo, second half of Sagittarius and Capricorn are bestial signs.    

One fine morning my cousin brother Mr. Koushik Rout called me up and asked me to see his 
birth chart and tell him whether he would purchase a new car or not while selling off the 
present old car in exchange for a new one. Immediately I took up his birth chart and started 
analyzing the same. 

The birth details are furnished below: 

NAME: Mr. Koushik Rout. 

D.O.B: 3rd January 1983; T.O.B: 10.37.45 A.M. 

P.O.B: Burnpur (W.B.); LONG-86E56; LAT-23N40. 
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Before proceeding on to analyses the case let me first explain the relevant K.P. rules : 

01. Vehicle is signified by the 04th cusp and Venus is the chief governor for vehicles. 09 and 
10 houses speak of enjoyment of past good karma and 12th house for investment. 

02. 11th house indicates fulfilment of one’s desire. 

03. Hence for purchase of a car- houses 4, 9, 10, 11 are to be considered. 

04. So if 4 cusp sub lord is connected to 4 or 11 and /or 12 and if it is connected to Venus 
then owning a vehicle is assured. 

05. If 4th cusp sub lord is connected to 3, 4, 5, 10 then sale of vehicle will take place. 

Taking into consideration the above K.P rules, on analyzing the chart of my cousin brother, 
the following observations are made: 

Analysis:  

In the above horoscope, 4th cusp falls in Gemeni i.e. Mercury sign-Mars star-Venus sub. 4th 
cusp sublord Venus (Vehicle Karaka) is in the Capricorn, which is a bestial sign. Venus is in 
the star of Sun in second half of Sagittarius which is also a bestial sign.  

01. 4th cusp sublord is Venus. Venus is the lord of 3 and 8th posited in 11th cusp. Venus is 
in close conjunction with Mercury (untenanted) in 11 lord of 4, 5 and 7th. Venus is also 
conjoined with Mars (self star/ untenanted) in 11 lord of 2 and 9. Venus is in the Sun’s 
star and the Sun is posited in the 10th cusp. Venus is in the Saturn’s sub, Saturn is the 
lord of 12 and is posited in 8. So 4th cusp sublord Venus signifies 3, 8, 10, 11 and  is 
connected to 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11 and 12. 
 

02. Hence house 4, 11 and 12 indicates purchase of a car, fulfillment of desire and 
investment on a new property. Venus signifies acquisition of a four wheeler. 
 

03. Houses 3 and 5 indicates sale of the old vehicle and 11 and 2 indicates monetary benefit 
out of it. 

The present Dasa lord is of Moon (from 16-04-2010 to 14-04-2020) 

The Dasa lord Moon is in 6 and in the star of Ketu. Ketu is in 10, Ketu represents Jupiter in 9 
which is lord of  1,10 and 11. Ketu also conjoined with Sun, Sun signifies 4 & 5 house by its 
7th aspect.  Moon is in the sub of Saturn in 8 lord of 12, Moon (untenanted) signifies 11 by 
having no planet in its stars and Moon being the CSL of 11. So Moon as a dasa lord has given 
him the opportunity for a new vehicle by disposing of the old car for acquisition of a new 
vehicle (4 and 11). 

The Bhukti lord is Saturn (from 16-07-2014 to 14-02-2016) 

The Bhukti lord Saturn is in 8 and lord of 12, Saturn signifies house 11th by its 3rd aspect. 
Saturn is in Rahu’s star and Jupiter’s sub. Rahu is in 4, So Bhukti lord Saturn assures to get a 
new car. 
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The Antara lord is Saturn (from 16-07-2014 to 15-10-2014) 

We have discussed about Saturn above. Saturn signifies house 4, 8, 12 and connected to 11th.  
Saturn has a connection with Dasanath Moon and also conjoined with Fortuna, Fortuna is in 
the star of Jupiter and sub of Saturn, so antara lord Saturn has promised the event to possess 
the new car. 

The native has purchased his new car by selling away his old one to the company in exchange 
for some monetary consideration. The purchase was made on 19 September 2014 at 11:50 
A.M. at Asansol, West Bengal. On erection of the chart for the said time of event, the ruling 
planets at the event tally perfectly with those of the ruling planets of the native at birth time. 

The ruling planets at D.O.B: 

ASC-Pisces-Jup-Jup-Mar: Moon-Leo-Sun-Ketu-Sat: 

DL-Moon. Rahu=Merc and Sun: Kethu=Sun, Jup, Sat. 

The Ruling planets at the time of the event: 

ASC-Scorpio-Mar-Merc-Jup: Moon-Cancer-Moon-Sat-Ketu: 

DL-Venus; Rahu= Sun, Merc: Kethu=Sun, Merc, Jup. 

The above analysis for the purchasing of a new vehicle concludes with the help of K.P. rules, 
by taking up the native’s chart which speaks for the efficacy of the K.P SYSTEM AND ITS 
SUB LORD THEORY. My heart bows with all the humility in expressing my sincere thanks 
and pranam to our great Guru and master of astrology Prof. K.S. Krishnamurti Ji founder of 
K.P. system of study in astrology for his noble contribution to the sub lord theory. I would 
also like to convey my regards to my Guru Shri Rabindranath Ghosh Mahasoy Ji who had 
taught me this wonderful padhdhati of K.P. Astrology. 

LONG LIVE KRISHNAMURTI PADHDHATI. 
 

GOOD LUCK! 
 

Editor’s  Note 

 
We congratulate Sri Rudrapriyo ji for his precise prediction of the event. He 

has upheld the beauty and accuracy of KP astrology for which KP is well 
known in its traditional and unblemished version. All the readers around the 

world will benefit to read his article. 
 

This article truly captures   the   original   KSK’s 
 

Congrats !! for correct predictions 
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